Postulates are presented which may help to standardize the construction of equations representing heterotrophic catabolism and anabolism, and the subsequent use of these to calculate the thermodynamic changes accompanying the growth processes they represent. These postulates are applied to the,growt? of B.coli K-12 on one mol of succinic acid. The A , G , A$ , and A$ accompanying anabolism are calculated to be -4.16 kJ, 5.05 kJ, and 30.89 Jldeg, respectively, indicating that these energy changes are quite small, and that those accompanying the growth process are due almost entirely to catabolism. 
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3. The simplest system to study involving microbial growth is that in which the initial state comprises a culture flask containing a defined medium containing appropriate minerals, trace elements, and vitamins; in which the nitrogen source is an ammonium salt; and in which there is a small quantity of a single organic source of carbon and energy. The mass of the inoculum can be considered negligible. The final state comprises the culture flask and its contents after growth has ceased due to the exhaustion of the substrate, which is the only limiting factor. Ideally, the quantity of substrate is no more than that which can be oxidized by the dissolved oxygen present in the medium, and from which any carbon dioxide produced will remain in solution. The pressure of the system then remains constant.
The temperature should be that at which the microorganisms grow at pmax. Battley Intermediate conditions apply during growth in continuous culture, when p can be regulated to be anything between zero and pmax. Under these conditions the cells will form more or less storage product as a function of the difference between the rate at which the cells can assimilate the substrate and the rate at which growth actually occurs. The true extent of growth can then be determined only by subtracting the mass of the storage material from the biomass of the cells as a whole. This is seldom done, but should be considered seriously. This includes the assumption that the energy involved in the hydration of the cellular fabric is negligible, which has yet to be tested. 
